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PERSONAL STATEMENT


From a young age I had been interested in drawing but at around 18 I became increasingly interested in the world of movies and video games and therefore began to explore digital concept art and design.

I received little formal training in this field as at the time many Universities only offered generic Fine-Art courses and I had become quite specifically interested in Conceptual or Entertainment Art and Design due to its link to stories, both plot and character related, and theatre. Nevertheless, from hereon my ability accelerated through trial and error, experience and self-learning – most helpful was studying from many of the great concept and matte painting artists through the Gnomon Workshop. Through doing this I feel I have become an objective, analytical and effective self-learner, who is able to absorb and apply information where most logical. 

I am currently studying 3d modeling and sculpting, using Autodesk Maya 10 and Zbrush, and continuing to improve my current 2d skills.

I am also skilled in mathematics, which I feel is beneficial for a majority of employment situations, and have been studying an Open University BSc in Mathematics for 7 months.

I have prior employment experience through working for Garstevelle Ltd. My time spent at Garstevelle allowed me to improve on my commercial graphical skills and IT skills, giving me vital experience in the commercial world and making me an efficient typist. I am able to use the vast majority of office related computer programs.




EDUCATION



Sept 1998 to July 2004 













































The Queen Elizabeth Royal 
Free Grammar School -
Spalding 













































GCSE Qualifications
- History                                                                                 
- Mathematics
  (Taken 6 months earlier than normal course end date)

- English Language
- English Literature
- Law
- Science (Double Award)
- German
  (Taken 1 year earlier than normal course end date)
- Business Studies

- Religious Education
- Spanish
A/AS-Level Qualifications
- A-Level English Literature
- A-Level Mathematics
- A-Level Physics
- AS-Level General Studies
Miscellaneous Qualifications
- UK Intermediate Mathematical Challenge                           
(Top 6% of the highest scores – estimated over 137,000 entries in 2001)
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EMPLOYMENT HISTORY


Aug 2004 to Jul 2008 
Garstevelle Ltd
Spalding
Lincolnshire 
Graphic Designer


	I was employed as a graphics designer responsible for designing website banners, website button graphics, department icons, company logos and drafting up functional designs for both the website and advertisement banners.

	Furthermore, I was required to help with general and IT administrative work including the physical maintenance of books, recording details of potential clients through phone or email contacts and helping maintain the computing and networking hardware and software used within the office.


SKILLS


Computer Skills 
·	I have gained certificates regarding Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator program usage through Media Training courtesy of training with my previous employer. I have a very high wpm as I have used most of the commonly known office programs such as Word, Excel, etc, a large amount. I consider myself a fast learner especially capable of self-learning.
Traditional Skills
I’m experienced and skilled in using standard H and B pencil, ink technical pens and marker pens in my illustration of concepts.

FURTHER INFORMATION

I am eligible for work anywhere in the EU.
I have a full clean driving license.
I am viable for a H-1B Specialty Occupations US-Visa

Formal interests:
·	My main interest is Digital Painting, specifically environmental and architectural painting and design, and as such I have invested interest and worked with various art-forms including traditional tools; I’ve also spent considerable time learning and depicting human anatomy, architecture, vehicle and clothing design, as well as currently studying matte painting. 
Casual interests:
I enjoy like listening to music, specifically movie and video game scores from artist such as John Williams, Hans Zimmer and Don Davis; reading; general fitness; sport: playing association football and watching tennis; computer games; and cinema, my favourite movie genres being fantasy and sci-fi.
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